
 

Funds allocation 
 

Company Reserves: 

Company reserves will mainly be used to establish a delegate program to support independent 

validators by staking on their behalf. In order to achieve this, application requirements will include that 

an applicant must prove that they are solely reliant on renewable energy sources. The company 

reserves will not be introduced to the market and solely be used in the staking pools to provide an 

healthy liquidity to EXNode and to ensure the stability of the network.  

Product and Tech Growth: 

Product and tech growth funds are reserved to further develop Grid and expand the available 

decentralized tools on Grid. All funds used from this allocation will be solemnly used in the direct benefit 

of expanding the GRN Grid blockchain. 

Marketing:  

Marketing funds are leveraged as an incentive to attract more ambassadors and to promote the usage 

of blockchain/ Grid by hosting tech events/hackathons and community conventions. 

Liquidity: 

Liquidity funds will be provided to the market only upon the listing of GRN on a new centralized exchange. 

New exchange listings generate a surge in demand from new users, resulting in inefficient market 

pricing and increased volatility. Hence, GRN tokens will be deliberately released at these events to 

encourage healthy GRN market cap and liquidity development. 

Charity: 

Charity funds are reserved for the GRN organization’s Giving Back operation and other charity 
organizations with similar visions. Metabolic and the GRN community serve as a watchdog to ensure that 

these charity funds are used correctly. Charity funds are fully locked for the next two years, with the 

purpose of ensuring that the GRN organization has enough time to carefully examine how to implement 

the allocation of the funds and how to maintain this procedure decentralized. The GRN organization is 

especially interested in instituting a voting system based on the possession of $G. In addition, we will 

institute a suggestion and feedback process accordingly. 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 



 

Release schedule 
 

Graph below showcases the vesting schedule and the full available GRN tokens to the GRN Association team. 
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Wallets: 
1. 0x58786a19fa45a245dca8a6bbf810a3928a83f13a 

2. 0x8ff9f1c7c0430d0e4f269b0984ed033060672974 

3. 0x0db92436b86ab416722cbc805793772384b2aa1b 

4. 0xa127864edf0e1353f6db02dac8e628205e9991c4 

5. 0x89f7f30ea8d0eef998f546c39b623b2d5a4286ab 

6. 0xe6c7836ce37f99ae93d2799c5992ea7ca1ade349 

7. 0x473fb65271a97eb39fda762b18bd813cdc6f47b2 

8. 0xbb3b4fa5915bf49c4926db4f2aa932f2275e908a 

9. 0xe7782d3e81df81100d92829788a28e0a07b956b1 

10. 0x1fe7f289fea39fa33ab657f13afd909e92740827 

 

Sale Wallet: 

11. 0xE1005BfBBC9A17d5d844C7a4371CBF6B2B387380  

 

https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0x58786a19fa45a245dca8a6bbf810a3928a83f13a
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0x8ff9f1c7c0430d0e4f269b0984ed033060672974
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0x0db92436b86ab416722cbc805793772384b2aa1b
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0xa127864edf0e1353f6db02dac8e628205e9991c4
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0x89f7f30ea8d0eef998f546c39b623b2d5a4286ab
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0xe6c7836ce37f99ae93d2799c5992ea7ca1ade349
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0x473fb65271a97eb39fda762b18bd813cdc6f47b2
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0xbb3b4fa5915bf49c4926db4f2aa932f2275e908a
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0xe7782d3e81df81100d92829788a28e0a07b956b1
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0x1fe7f289fea39fa33ab657f13afd909e92740827
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe1005bfbbc9a17d5d844c7a4371cbf6b2b387380?a=0x3b1daa0a43dd9057dedf5e13446bf897f03ce5fc

